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Dear interested, volunteer, contributor, fellow-thinker, ELC- and Bail-freeholders,
The B of Joy under construction is the forerunner of the co-operative fairtrade pro-life bank. A bank of, for
and by the people and thus also your bank. In gratitude we’re looking back on a special period in which a
lot of change has taken place. Every month, these are present online, to read on the page News. We now
also gladly share all new developments with you through this newsletter. This will become more frequent.
The revelations of Ronald Bernard, interview part 1
We as volunteers have all worked to the maximum in order to respond to the incoming e-mails as best as
we can. The interview with Ronald Bernard of March 2017, in the meantime, is viewed 22 million times, all
views added up, through the following channel: http://bit.ly/2qBqH3g.
As founder of B of Joy, Ronald decided that the time was right to present his 1st life to the public, as exbankster / top-criminal. With this gesture more people are offered insight and consciousness about how
the world really is designed. According to Ronald this is still necessary in order to arrive at real changes. At
the same time it clarifies why Ronald started B of Joy in his 2nd life, as socially responsible entrepreneur.
In the coming 4 months parts 2 to 7 of the interview will come out.
B of Joy lecture-registration is coming out on DVD
Shortly, a professional DVD with a complete B of Joy lecture-registration will come out. We will also post
this lecture-registration online on our De Blije B YouTube channel and B of Joy page under 'Lectures'. See:
https://bofjoy.net/about-us/news.html#lectures We will also offer the DVD for the cost-price and postal
costs. The price needs yet to be determined.
How are the prognoses for a banking-licence for B of Joy?
The prognoses for obtaining an internet-banking-licence are good. This is, among other things, due to our
international network on a high level and the thorough research of many years. And we haven’t made
ourselves dependent on the licence provider The Dutch Central Bank (De Nederlandsche Bank (DNB)).
That’s excellent after all, for this bank allows unfortunately very little REAL space for innovation.
Since 2011 we’ve begun the full package of homework, step by step, in order to provide proper detail to
the question: “what is necessary to start an internet-bank from without the society itself?” Apart from a
qualified team of people, knowledge of law and regulation, secured ICT and accommodation, banking
software and all that remains, the member - consensus and acceptance is a very important priority and a
minimum of 1,2 to 1,5 million euro demonstrable in cash a serious necessity.

Even though it is a matter of having a 'long breath', the last 2 points for us are now under discussion and
THE important step in the process of the application for a licence. Indeed, as soon as there are 10.000
EMC-holders, the licence will be requested. So, dear reader, get on the move for real positive changes.
After approval of the application, one is obliged to issue the licence, provided all conditions are met. After
that, B of Joy is operational as an Internet bank worldwide.
B of Joy lectures June 2017
> Saturday, June 10, 2017 at 15:30 you will be given the unique TOP lecture 'Boss in your own bank for
prosperity and well-being'. This lecture will show a positive change, prosperity and well-being for each
participant through a cooperative pro-life fairtrade bank under construction. Doors from 15:00. Book in
time, there is limited space. Organized by: Ecodorpnetwerk The Netherlands. Location: Den Oever.
Information and reservation (PDF) or via Cor Zwaag, tel: 0223-533537 / 06-49 054 278.
> Saturday, June 17, 2017 at 15:30 you will be given the unique TOP lecture 'Boss in your own bank for
prosperity and well-being'. This lecture will show a positive change, prosperity and well-being for each
participant through a cooperative pro-life fairtrade bank under construction. Doors from 15:15. Book in
time, complete is complete. It is organized by Frans Heslinga in EXPO, Meidoornkade 24, 3992 AE Houten.
Information and Reservation. (On the page, top right).
Important! From August 2017 on, we can no longer guarantee whether Ronald Bernard will be lecturing in
the Netherlands this year. And if yes, whether the lectures will still be given on a small scale. Ronald is
happy about all the lectures he gave, but now, he also recognizes that he must make priority choices
within his limited and given time. Someone else might step in his footsteps for the lectures. Feel free to
sign up for this job by visiting our Contact Us page.
The B of Joy faces
Who are all those people working so hard behind the scenes? In
every newsletter we will present somebody to you. We kick off with
Anneloes van Hamburg, one of the first points of contact for B of Joy.
Anneloes is currently coordinating the secretariat and the chances are
big that you will receive a reply to your email from her. Change begins
with consciousness and that's something Anneloes knows very well as
an energetic healer and author. Her book 'I Am', is about growing
awareness with light codes taking you on an exploration trip in a
language that your soul will understand. An inspirational and original
idea as a gift within your organization? You can read more about her
and her colleagues on the website via: https://bofjoy.net/about-us/who-are-boj.html
Active participation is and will always be required
United People requests the commitment of everyone who is feeling sympathy for the B of Joy initiative.
This can be achieved, for example, by making your circle of acquaintances aware of the B of Joy website.
Let them visit the page: Why? https://bofjoy.net/why. The change begins in the consciousness! Through
the years, the B of Joy team has gradually created the real choice as a manifestation. B of Joy is THE key to
real changes. With a new financial monetary banking system, you'll make the whole world a better place!
It's up to you now …

